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Bring Five Cowboys Home for the Holidays with New Stories from Best Selling Christian Romance Authors

The Cowboy's Christmas Wish by Kristen Ethridge

Sarah Murdoch knew bringing her daughter, Jamie, halfway across the country to Port Provident, Texas would cause

more anxiety than feel-good Christmas memories. But when Jamie bonds with Grant McCray, the owner of

Beachcomber Stables, she begins to come out of her shell. Can this big-city mom learn to embrace small-town

simplicity and let a heart-scarred cowboy make a little girl’s Christmas wish come true?

Memories + Mistletoe = Love by Danica Favorite

Mallory McPherson’s act of desperation in accepting a long-lost relative’s Christmas invitation brings up difficult

memories she doesn’t expect. Cowboy Nolan Masters knows what it’s like to come from a painful past. Can the

lessons he’s learned bring healing- and maybe a happily-ever-after- to Mallory?

Up on the Housetop by Liz Isaacson

Archer Bailey has already lost one job to Emersyn Enders, so he's beyond angry when he sees Emery at the ranch

interview anyway. Then the owner of the ranch announces a contest to see which cowhand applicant can earn the

most stars by Christmas. Whoever does will win the job. Will Emery and Archer be able to navigate the ranch, their

close quarters, and their individual circumstances to find love this holiday season?

Wilde About You by Deb Kastner
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When their best friends' wedding is about to collapse the night before the nuptials, the best man, wrangler Matthew

Wilde, and the maid of honor, Riley Weaver, must work together to make their friends' Christmas wish come true.

Despite their differences and a family feud, can Matthew and Riley embrace the holiday spirit--and each other--

before the clock ticks down?

Home for Hope by Jessica Keller

When Hope Beckett crashes on Rider Longley’s property during a snowstorm, she wonders if life could get any

worse. Running from her troubles, she can’t afford to stay in Bitterroot Valley for long. But Rider’s kind and steady

personality makes it hard to leave, especially in the midst of the Christmas season.
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